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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Purpose of Report

This Historic Resources Technical Report has been prepared to facilitate compliance of the proposed
Sapphire Project (the project), located at 1111 and 1125 West 6th Street and 1330 West 5th Street (the
project site or subject property) in the City of Los Angeles (City), with the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA). CEQA requires that a Lead Agency, in this case the City, consider the effects of
projects under its jurisdiction on the environment, including the historical environment. This report
identifies any historical resources that may be directly or indirectly affected by the proposed project,
assesses their historic significance, analyzes potential effects of the project on historical resources, and
recommends mitigation measures to avoid or lessen any significant adverse impacts. The report
encompasses discussions of the methods used in the investigation; the regulatory setting for the
analysis; the environmental setting of the project including an overview of relevant historic context
themes and a description of existing conditions; an evaluation of the significance of any potential
historical resources in light of the criteria of eligibility for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places (National Register) and California Register of Historical Resources (California Register) and for
designation by the City as a Historic-Cultural Monument or a contributor to a historic district; a
determination of historical resources impacts of the project in accordance with the thresholds
established by CEQA (Public Resources Code Section 21084.1), the California CEQA Regulations
(California Code of Regulations Section 15064.5), and the City; and proposed mitigation measures.
1.2

Property Location

The proposed project would occupy three parcels totaling approximately 1.92 acres, currently addressed
as 1111 and 1125 West 6th Street (Assessor’s Parcel Numbers [APN] 5152-001-023 and 5152-001-014)
and 1330 West 5th Street (APN 5152-001-021). The project site is located approximately one-quarter
mile west of the Harbor Freeway (California Route 110) and downtown Los Angeles, in the Westlake
Community Plan Area (CPA) and within the Central City West Specific Plan area. The subject property
occupies approximately 2/3 of the block bordered by West 5th Street on the north, Bixel Street on the
east, West 6th Street on the south and Lucas Avenue on the west. 1111 West 6th Street measures 122
feet east to west and 144 feet deep (north to south) and occupies lots 1 through 3 of the Bixel Street
Tract. Adjacent to the west, 1125 West 6th Street also measures 144 feet deep and has a 240 feet
frontage along 6th Street; it occupies lots 4 through 7 and a portion of lot 18 of the Sixth Street and Lucas
Avenue Tract. Separated from 1125 West 6th Street by a narrow alley, 1330 West 5th Street is 215 feet
wide by 144 deep and occupies lots 10 through 14 of the Sixth Street and Lucas Avenue Tract. Each
parcel is mostly rectangular in shape.
The project site contains three buildings: a four-story office building at 1111 West 6th Street, a five-story
office building at 1125 West 6th Street, and a three-level parking structure at 1330 West 5th Street. The
surrounding neighborhood has historically been dominated by the presence of Hospital of the Good
Samaritan, located diagonally across 6th Street to the southwest (1254 West 6th Street/1225 Wilshire
Boulevard). With multi-family residential development occupying the blocks north of the subject
property, the nearby areas of 6th Street, most recently improved with a mix of commercial office and
retail buildings, are now in transition, with large-scale new construction to the south and southeast.
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1.3

Proposed Project Overview

The Sapphire Project is a mixed use, residential and commercial development that would encompass
two buildings. The north building, located on 5th Street, would incorporate 142 housing units and would
be seven stories in height with two levels of subterranean parking. The south building, facing 6th Street,
would incorporate 227 housing units plus 22,000 square feet of ground floor, neighborhood-serving,
commercial space (retail and restaurant uses) and would also be seven stories in height with two levels
of subterranean parking. A footbridge would span the alley to connect the two buildings. Construction
of the proposed project would entail removal of the two existing office buildings and the parking
structure.
1.4

Methods Used

All applicable professional standards for the identification and evaluation of historic resources were
utilized in the preparation of this historic assessment, including (but not limited to):





Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Preservation Planning
National Register Bulletin 24. Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis for Preservation Planning
National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation
Instructions for Recording Historical Resources (State of California Office of Historic
Preservation)

The methodology employed for the assessment encompassed several tasks. A site visit was performed
on November 23, 2015 and digital photographs of the exteriors and portions of the interiors were made.
Aerial and bird’s eye views of the project site available through google.com and bing.com were also
consulted. The property has been previously evaluated by SurveyLA,1 a project by the City of Los Angeles
to comprehensively identify historic resources throughout the City.2 Site-specific research utilized the
research materials included in this and other historic reports. Additional research was performed online
including materials available through Ancestry.com, historic newspapers from Proquest, and Sanborn
maps (both accessed through the Los Angeles Public Library). Previously prepared historic narratives and
were reviewed and summarized to understand the historic development of the subject property. The
subject property was evaluated for significance under applicable criteria, including those for the
National Register and California Register and local designation programs (see Regulatory Setting, below).
Evaluation was conducted in light of the historic context themes and property types identified by
SurveyLA.
The technical report was prepared by Ms. Leslie Heumann, an architectural historian with nearly 40
years of experience in all aspects of historic resources evaluation, documentation, preservation, and
planning. She has extensive experience in the coordination of cultural resources surveys, assessment of
1

Historic Resources Group. Historic Resources Survey Report, Westlake Community Plan Area. Prepared for the City
of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning, Office of Historic Resources, April 2014.
2
th
The property was also researched in a 2015 report: Kaplan Chen Kaplan. 111, 1125 West 6 Street, 1130 [sic]
th
West 5 Street, Historic Resource Evaluation. May 29, 2015.
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historic significance, and preparation of documentation to support the California Environmental Quality
Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, and the National Historic Preservation Act. Additional areas
of expertise include application of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties, preparation of Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) documents, National Register of
Historic Places and other registration program applications, and historic school modernization issues.
Over the course of her career, Ms. Heumann has participated in historic resources projects in eight
western states. Ms. Heumann satisfies the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification
Standards as an Architectural Historian. Currently, Ms. Heumann is an independent consultant
specializing in a range of historic preservation services.
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2. REGULATORY SETTING
The identification, evaluation, and treatment of historic resources in Los Angeles are governed by
federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
2.1

Federal

2.1.1

National Register of Historic Places

First authorized by the Historic Sites Act of 1935, the National Register of Historic Places was established
by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as "an authoritative guide to be used by Federal, State,
and local governments, private groups and citizens to identify the Nation's cultural resources and to
indicate what properties should be considered for protection from destruction or impairment."3 The
National Register recognizes properties that are significant at the national, state and local levels. To be
eligible for listing in the National Register, a resource must be significant in American history,
architecture, archaeology, engineering, or culture. Four criteria have been established to determine
significance:


A. Association with events or activities that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history; or



B. Association with persons significant in our past; or



C. Embodiment of the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or
representation of the work of a master, or possession of high artistic values, or representation
of a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or



D. Potential to yield information important in prehistory or history.

A property eligible for the National Register must meet one or more of these criteria. In addition, unless
the property possesses exceptional significance, it must be at least fifty years old to be eligible for
National Register listing. Exceptional significance can only be demonstrated if the property is closely
associated with an extraordinarily important event; the property belongs to a fragile, endangered class
of resources; or sufficient scholarly study has been completed to allow evaluation within a defined
context. Comparative analysis with other properties in the same class of resources (i.e. of the same
property type and associated with the same historic context) must be undertaken to prove that the
property best represents the context. Other criteria considerations address special circumstances
related to religious properties, moved properties, birthplaces or graves, cemeteries, reconstructed
properties, and commemorative properties.
Districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects of potential significance must also possess integrity.
The National Register defines integrity as “the ability of a property to convey its significance.”

3

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), 36 Section 60.2.
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Understanding a property type’s character-defining features and their relationship to its significance is
paramount when evaluating a resource’s integrity. There are seven aspects of integrity:


Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the
historic event occurred. The actual location of a historic property, complemented by its setting,
is particularly important in recapturing the sense of historic events and persons.



Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style
of a property. The design results from decisions made during the original conception and
planning of a property (or its significant alteration) and applies to activities as diverse as
community planning, engineering, architecture, and landscape architecture.



Setting is the physical environment of a historic property. It refers to the character of the place
in which the property played its historic role. It involves how, not just where, the property is
situated and its relationship to surrounding features and open space.



Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular
period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic property.



Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during
any given period in history or prehistory.



Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of
time. It results from the presence of physical features that, taken together, convey the
property’s historic character. Because feeling and association depend on individual perceptions,
their retention alone is never sufficient to support eligibility of a property for the National
Register.



Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic
property. A property retains association if it is the place where the event or activity occurred
and is sufficiently intact to convey that relationship to an observer. Like feeling, association
requires the presence of physical features that convey a property’s historic character. Because
feeling and association depend on individual perceptions, their retention alone is never
sufficient to support eligibility of a property for the National Register.

Certain aspects of integrity may be more or less important in evaluating a property, depending on the
specific criterion of significance. For example, a property that is significant under criterion C for its
exemplification of the distinctive characteristics of an architectural style needs to retain a high degree of
integrity of design, setting, materials, workmanship, and feeling. On the other hand, a property
significant for its association with an important person may not emphasize integrity of design as much as
association.
Relationship to subject property: None of the buildings on the project site have been listed in, or
formally determined eligible for listing in, the National Register (see Section 2.2.3, below, for an
explanation of formal determination of eligibility). This report concurred with the findings of SurveyLA
1111 and 1125 West 6th Street
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that one building on the project site, 1111 West 6th Street, appears eligible for such listing. The other
two buildings appear ineligible for National Register listing: 1125 West 6th Street does not retain
sufficient integrity due to the alterations to the one-story wing at the southwest corner of the building
and 1330 West 5th Street does not satisfy the criteria of significance.
2.2

State of California

2.2.1

California Environmental Quality Act

Pursuant to CEQA, a historical resource is defined as a resource listed in, or eligible for listing in, the
California Register. Resources listed in or formally determined eligible for listing in the National Register
are automatically listed in the California Register. In addition, resources included in a local register of
historical resources or identified as significant in a local survey conducted in accordance with state
guidelines also are considered historical resources under CEQA, unless a preponderance of the facts
demonstrates otherwise. According to CEQA, the fact that a resource is not listed in or determined
eligible for listing in the California Register or is not included in a local register or survey shall not
preclude a Lead Agency from determining that the resource may be a historical resource as defined in
California Public Resources Code Section 5024.1.
CEQA stipulates that a project with an effect that may cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an historical resource may have a significant effect on the environment. Substantial
adverse change in the significance of a historical resource means physical demolition, destruction,
relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of an
historical resource would be materially impaired. The significance of an historical resource is materially
impaired when a project demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical
characteristics of the resource that convey its historical significance and justify its inclusion or eligibility
for inclusion in the California Register.4
Relationship to subject property: None of the buildings on the proposed project site have been listed in,
or formally determined eligible for listing in, the National or California Registers. Two buildings, 1111
and 1125 West 6th Street, were evaluated by SurveyLA as appearing eligible for inclusion in the California
Register and this report concurred with those findings. Therefore, these two buildings are historical
resources as defined by CEQA. The third building, 1330 West 5th Street, for the reasons presented in this
and previous reports, does not appear eligible for such listing and is therefore not a historical resource
for the purposes CEQA. Substantial adverse change in the significance of the two eligible buildings is
therefore an applicable threshold of adverse environmental impact.
2.2.2

California Register of Historical Resources

Created in 1992 and implemented in 1998, the California Register of Historical Resources is “an
authoritative guide in California to be used by state and local agencies, private groups, and citizens to
identify the state’s historical resources and to indicate what properties are to be protected, to the

4

California Public Resources Code Division 13, Section 21084.1 and California Code of Regulations, Title 14,
Chapter 3, Section 15064.5.
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extent prudent and feasible, from substantial adverse change.”5 A property eligible for inclusion in the
California Register:


1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
California’s history and cultural heritage; or



2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; or



3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction,
or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values; or



4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

These criteria are based upon National Register criteria; however, the California Register does not
impose as specific requirements for integrity and age as the National Register. Resources eligible for
listing in the California Register must retain enough of their historic character or appearance to be
recognizable as historic resources and to convey the reasons for their significance. It is possible that
resources which may not retain sufficient integrity for listing in the National Register may still be eligible
for the California Register. Moved or reconstructed buildings, structures, or objects may also be
considered for listing in the California Register under specific circumstances. In addition, properties that
were constructed less than fifty years ago or which achieved significance less than fifty years ago may be
eligible for inclusion in the California Register provided that sufficient time has passed to understand
their historic context.
Relationship to subject property: None of the buildings on the proposed project site have been listed in,
or formally determined eligible for listing in, the National or California Registers (see Section 2.2.3,
below). Two buildings, 1111 and 1125 West 6th Street, were evaluated by SurveyLA as eligible for
inclusion in the California Register and this report concurred with those findings. The third building,
1330 West 5th Street, for the reasons presented in this and previous reports, does not appear eligible for
such listing.
2.2.3

California Historical Resource (CHR) Status Codes

The Office of Historic Preservation in Sacramento has established a series of codes to communicate the
evaluation status of identified and potential historical resources.6 Based on a set of codes originally
developed to reference National Register eligibility, the CHR codes were put into effect in 2003 and
recognize the establishment of the California Register. The CHR codes consist of a number, followed by a
letter or series of letters, and in some cases, a second number. The basic numerical sequence is as
follows:

5

California Public Resources Code Section 5024.1(a)
California State Office of Historic Preservation. “Technical Assistance Bulletin #8: User’s Guide to the California
Historical Resources Status Codes . . .” November 20014. Available online:
http://ohp.parks.ca.gov/pages/1069/files/tab8.pdf
6
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1. Listed in the National Register or California Register, either through individually or as
a contributor to a listed historic district or multiple resource nomination. Listing in the
National Register requires a formal nomination process that culminates in approval by
the Keeper of the National Register, an officer of the Department of the Interior. Listing
in the California Register includes properties accepted by the State Historical Resources
Commission through a nomination process or properties automatically listed in the
California Register. Properties automatically listed in the California Register include
properties listed in the National Register, properties formally determined eligible for
such listing (see CHR status code 2), and certain State Historical Landmarks and Points of
Historical Interest.
2. Properties determined eligible for listing in the National Register or California
Register. Properties may be formally determined eligible for listing in the National
Register via a variety of regulatory processes, including evaluations in compliance with
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, part I applications for certified
rehabilitation tax credits, and a nomination process that confirms eligibility but does not
result in listing because of owner objection. Similarly, this category also includes
properties determined eligible for listing in the California Register but not actually listed
because of owner objection.
3. Appears eligible for the National Register or California Register through survey
evaluation. This category includes the findings of historic resources surveys conducted
according to federal standards and OHP instructions, and includes relevant results of
SurveyLA.
4. Appears eligible for the National Register or California Register through other
evaluation. At present, this rarely used category is reserved for properties so identified
on the master list of state-owned properties.
5. Properties recognized as historically significant by local government. This category
includes properties designated as or eligible for designation as local landmarks (in Los
Angeles, Historic-Cultural Monuments, see Section 2.3.1, below) or contributors to
designated or eligible local historic districts (in Los Angeles, Historic Preservation
Overlay Zones, see Section 2.3.2, below). Category 5 resources also include properties
that have been identified as appearing eligible for such designation through survey
evaluation, including SurveyLA.
6. Not eligible for listing or designation. Properties may be determined ineligible by a
variety of means, including through a formal process or survey evaluation. This category
also includes a class of properties that do not appear eligible for listing or designation
but may warrant further consideration in local planning.
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7. Not evaluated for the National or California Registers or needs re-evaluation.
Properties may be classified as a “7” for a variety of reasons, including lack of research,
need for rehabilitation, or lack of consideration by the State or other regulatory body.
Relationship to subject property: SurveyLA assigned the subject property CHR status codes as follows:




1111 West 6th Street: 3S (appears individually eligible for the National Register) / 3CS (appears
individually eligible for the California Register) / 5S3 (appears individually eligible for local
designation)
1125 West 6th Street: 3CS (appears individually eligible for the California Register / 5S3 (appears
eligible for local designation)

1330 West 5th Street was not specifically assigned a CHR status code.
2.3

City of Los Angeles

2.3.1

Historic-Cultural Monuments

The Los Angeles Administrative Code, Section 22.130, defines a historical or cultural monument as “any
site (including significant trees or other plant life located on the site), building or structure of particular
historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, including historic structures or sites in which
[numbers added for reference]:


1. the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, State or community is reflected or
exemplified; or



2. which is identified with historic personages or with important events in the main currents of
national, State or local history; or



3. which embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type specimen,
inherently valuable for a study of a period, style or method of construction; or a notable work of
a master builder, designer, or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age.”

Designated Historic-Cultural Monuments, and properties that are officially under consideration for such
status, are subject to certain provisions and reviews affecting issuance of building or other permits.
Relationship to the subject property: None of the three buildings on the proposed project site have been
designated, or are under consideration for designation as, a Historic-Cultural Monument. SurveyLA
concluded that 1111 and 1125 West 6th Street are eligible for such designation and this report concurred
with those findings. 1330 West 5th Street appears ineligible for such designation.
2.3.2

Historic Preservation Overlay Zones

Section 12.20.3 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code provides for the designation of an area having
historic, architectural, cultural, or aesthetic significance as a Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ).
1111 and 1125 West 6th Street
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Contributing features to an HPOZ may be structures, landscaping, natural features or sites that meet
one or more of the following criteria:


[the feature] adds to the historic architectural qualities or historic associations for which a
property is significant because it was present during the period of significance, and possesses
historic integrity reflecting its character at that time; or



owing to its unique location or singular physical characteristics, [the feature] represents an
established feature of the neighborhood, community or city; or



retaining the structure would help preserve and protect an historic place or area of historic
interest in the City.

Relationship to the subject property: The subject property is not located in an existing HPOZ, nor does it
appear to be located in a potential HPOZ.7
2.3.3

SurveyLA

The City of Los Angeles, through the Office of Historic Resources (OHR) in the Department of City
Planning, is in the later phases of completing a citywide historic resources survey known as SurveyLA.
The survey will serve as the centerpiece for the City’s historic preservation program and will provide
baseline information on historic resources to property owners, residents, decision makers and other
stakeholders. A historic context statement was developed in order to provide a consistent framework
for the evaluation of potential resources. The context statement identifies significant themes in the
City’s history and the property types associated with each of those themes, and establishes eligibility
requirements and character-defining features for each property type. The survey is being conducted by
community plan area. The Westlake Community Plan Area was surveyed in two phases. The first, which
focused on the Westlake Recovery Redevelopment Area, was surveyed in 2009 for the Community
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles using SurveyLA methodology as it was then
understood. The second phase encompassed the remainder of the Community Plan Area and was
completed in 2014. Results of the two phases of the survey have been published on OHR’s website.
Building permit applications that affect properties identified as historic resources in SurveyLA may be
subject to review by OHR.
Relationship to the subject property: The proposed project site was surveyed and evaluated in the
second phase of the survey of the Westlake Community Plan Area. As previously noted, the survey
concluded that both 1111 and 1125 West 6th Street satisfy the criteria as historical resources and 1330
West 5th Street does not.

7

A survey of the larger neighborhood was beyond the scope of this investigation. However, neither SurveyLA nor
the CRA identified a potential historic district that would include the subject properties.
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2.3.4

Central City West Specific Plan

The Central City West Specific Plan was made effective in 1991 and amended several times, most
recently in 2009. Among its stated purposes are to “Regulate all development, including use, location,
height and density, to assure compatibility of uses and to provide for the consideration of . . . historic
preservation . . .” and to “encourage the preservation of historic resources.” Historic resources for the
purposes of the specific plan include designated historic resources and properties listed in Appendix A of
the plan (these properties were identified as potentially eligible for designation by survey evaluation).
To encourage historic preservation and to mitigate adverse effects on historic resources, transfer of
development rights may be permitted for property owners of historic resources who preserve and
rehabilitate those resources.
Relationship to the subject property: The proposed project site is located within the Central City West
Specific Plan area, in the Crown Hill District of the Central Subarea. It is not listed as a historic resource
in the plan.
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
3.1

Historic Context

Identification and evaluation of historical resources occurs within the framework of historic contexts,
which are significant themes in history associated with a specific geographic location, time period, and
property types. The following contexts are relevant to the subject property.
3.1.1

History of Westlake Community Plan Area8

The Westlake Community Plan Area, located a couple miles southwest of the original pueblo of Los
Angeles, was first surveyed in 1857. Initially used for agricultural purposes, the area became desirable
for residential development, with the first residential subdivision recorded in 1877. By the late 1880s,
subdivision and residential construction had advanced to such a degree that the first of several railway
lines that would traverse the area, the 2nd Street cable railway, was established. By the 1890s, numerous
streetcars plied both east-west and north-south corridors, including 6th Street. Improved transportation
to the city center to the east in turn stimulated further growth. Other attractions for new and potential
residents included Westlake (now MacArthur) Park, which opened in 1890, and Lafayette (formerly
Sunset) Park, created on land donated to the City in 1899.
Most of the initial development was single-family homes, built for middle and upper middle class
residents. Some of the leading citizens of Los Angeles settled in Westlake, as well, including Harrison
Gray Otis, owner of the Los Angeles Times, and Arthur Letts, founder of the Broadway department store.
One prominent early developer and citizen was George Rufus Shatto, who subdivided Orange Avenue,
the early name for what would become the east end of Wilshire Boulevard. Shatto, a wealthy miner and
one-time owner of Catalina Island, built his own residence, a four-story (including tower) extravaganza,
on his Orange Heights Tract at Orange and Lucas, now the site of Good Samaritan hospital, about a block
away from the proposed project site.
In 1892, Edward Doheny and partner Charles Canfield struck oil in the Crown Heights area of Westlake,
just north of the proposed project site. Soon, the Los Angeles Oil Field grew to encompass scores of
wells and derricks, accounting for more than half of the oil production in California, and becoming, by
the turn-of-the-20th-century, the largest oil producer in world at the time. Oil would henceforth be one
of the prime engines for the growth of southern California. The boom left its mark on Westlake, not only
in the form of the oil pumping derricks, but also in the demand for multi-family housing more suitable
for blue collar and transient workers. This new need was intensified by the establishment of an early
film studio in the neighborhood. Bungalow courts, duplexes and fourplexes, apartments, and apartment
hotels began supplanting single-family homes. These new residents were served by commercial
improvements that were mostly concentrated on the major east-west streets, often along the street
railroad lines.

8

Adapted from Historic Resources Group. Historic Resources Survey Report, Westlake Community Plan Area. Pages
6-13, and LSA. Intensive Survey, Westlake Recovery Community Redevelopment Area, June 15, 2009. Pages 8-25.
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Another neighborhood milestone was reached in 1912, when Good Samaritan hospital relocated from
downtown to Westlake, to a site immediately southwest of the subject property. Initially, the hospital
occupied an existing building, but in 1926, a large, Spanish Colonial Revival building, designed by
architect Reginald Johnson, was constructed. The hospital sparked further community growth,
including the construction of nearby, multi-storied medical buildings (1136 West 6th Street, 1924; 1260
West 6th Street, 1925). Other community institutions, including churches and schools, also established
themselves in Westlake during the first half of the 20th century.
By mid-century, the Westlake area was almost completely developed. Following the war, Good
Samaritan expanded its facility, ensuring the continued presence of medical-related buildings in the
vicinity. Several large corporations, insurance companies, professional associations, and trade unions
chose to build headquarters in the community, attracted by the proximity to downtown Los Angeles and
the newly upgraded freeway system, including the Harbor Freeway (110) and the Hollywood Freeway
(101). For example, Union Oil built a campus just northeast of the subject property (451 Beaudry) in
1955-1957, using the modern design skills of the one of the premier Los Angeles architectural firms of
the era, Pereira and Luckman. Other examples of modern office buildings by noted architects began to
pepper the major commercial corridors of Westlake, although, by the mid-1960s, the focus for office
development outside of downtown had shifted to other areas, such as Century City and Westwood.
Some of the same factors that had attracted commercial investment, including proximity to the
freeways that had supplanted the street railway system, and attractive land values, had a negative effect
on nearby residential neighborhoods and local businesses. Changing demographics, as more well-heeled
residents moved further westward and were replaced by newer immigrants from Asia and Central
America, also impacted the character of the community. By the end of the century, Westlake began
undergoing another shift, as redevelopment resulted in the removal and replacement of older buildings
and features.
3.1.2

California Teachers Association9

One of the professional organizations that decided to make the Westlake community its home was the
southern section of the California Teachers Association (CTA), who built 1125 West 6th Street in 1956,
1330 West 5th Street in 1965, and 1111 West 6th Street in 1967. The California Teachers Association, an
education lobbying group, was founded in 1863 as the California Educational Society by the fourth state
Superintendent of Public Instruction, San Francisco schoolteacher John Swett. Initially the group was
small, with less than 100 members, and distracted by the Civil War. But by 1866, their role as the voice
for universal public education in the state and for the rights of students and teachers had become a
force in the state. After several years, the group foundered, and was re-organized at the turn-of-thecentury as the California Teachers Association. In 1907 the group incorporated and made a deliberate
effort to bring in regional associations as sections, or chapters, from around the state; formerly, the
group had a marked northern California identity. Over their 153-year existence, the CTA has advocated
for numerous causes, including professional standards, status, and certification for teachers; reduced
class sizes; equal access to public education for all, regardless of location, ethnicity, disability, or first
language; establishment of the community college system; collective bargaining and other rights of
teachers; and adequate public funding for education.
9

Information in this section was obtained from the California Teachers Association (www.cta.org)
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3.1.3

L. A. Modernism, 1919-1980

The modern movement in architecture emerged in Europe in the early 20th century and was brought to
Los Angeles by European emigres, most prominently Richard Neutra and Rudolf Schindler. Los Angeles
proved to be fertile ground for the movement, which deliberately turned its back on historicism and
embraced modern technologies, materials, and lifestyles. In 1932, a seminal exhibit at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York claimed modern architecture to have become “The International Style.”
Although more traditional styles in architecture continued to dominate in Los Angeles until mid-century,
after World War II modernism triumphed, particularly with respect to certain building types, including
office buildings and skyscrapers, schools, civic buildings, and a large percentage of commercial buildings.
Residential architecture, which produced some of the most influential modern buildings, was split
between the newer approach and traditionalism.
Several phases of modernism in architecture have been distinguished by SurveyLA, including the Late
Moderne (1936-1960).10 The Late Moderne style was thoroughly modern in its eschewing of historical
forms and use of simple geometric massing. Character-defining features include:








horizontal orientation
windows “punched” into walls, with no surrounds
flat, or nearly flat, roofs
smooth, stucco cladding
horizontal bands of beveled windows with projecting frames
metal, often steel-sash, windows
unadorned wall surfaces, with minimal ornament

In Los Angeles, the Late Moderne style co-existed with several other variations of modernism, with
which it shared characteristics, including the Corporate International (1946-1976) and Mid-Century
Modern (1945-1970). The most prominent architects of modern commercial, office, and institutional
buildings in Los Angeles during the third quarter of the 20th century included Welton Becket, William
Pereira and Charles Luckman, and A. C. Martin.
3.1.4

Kistner, Wright and Wright, Architects

Although overshadowed, in retrospect, by the more prominent architects, the firm of architects
Theodore Charles Kistner and Henry Lyman Wright, and engineer William Theodore Wright were
successful and respected, as evidenced by their substantial body of work. Firm founder and senior
partner Kistner (1874-1973) graduated from the School of Architecture at the University of Illinois in
1897 and practiced architecture in his home state, prior to moving to San Diego for his health in 1911.
He established a specialty in school design early in his career; the Oceanside Union High School (1913)
was one of his earlier commissions. In 1913, Kistner was awarded a prize by the state Department of

10

SurveyLA, Historic Context Statement Summary Tables, Office of Historic Resources
(http://www.preservation.lacity.org/files/Architecture_and_Engineering_1850-1980.pdf).
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Education for “best example of a four-room schoolhouse”11 and became the consulting architect of the
San Diego School District. He had at least 18 schools to his credit, spread from southern California to
Arizona, by 1933, in addition to other public buildings, such as the Chula Vista Library (1916) and
Anaheim City Hall (with M. Eugene Durfee, 1921).12 His pre-war designs reflected the popular styles of
the period, ranging from Mission Revival (Riverview Union High School in the Lakeview School District,
1917-1918) to Spanish Colonial Revival (Brea Grammar School, 1935) to Moderne (Leuzinger High School
in the Centinela Valley School district, 1930, and San Juan Capistrano High School, 1939).
Kistner had opened an office in Los Angeles in 1923, and he built his own house in San Marino in 1929
(2046 Oak Knoll). His “office boy” and subsequently junior draftsman in the Los Angeles office was Henry
L. Wright. Wright apparently attended school while working for Kistner, first the University of California
Los Angeles (1924-1925) and then the University of Southern California (1927-1929). Upon
matriculation, Wright became chief draftsman and office manager in Los Angeles. In 1933, Kistner
entered into a partnership with Robert Rice Curtis, leaving Curtis in charge of the San Diego office. The
firm was active in the rebuilding of schools that followed the 1933 Long Beach Earthquake and
subsequent passage of the Field Act, hiring structural engineer and brother of H. L. Wright, William T.
Wright, to assist. W. T. Wright became a full partner in the firm Kistner, Curtis and Wright in 1941. The
firm developed another specialty, providing designs for improvements at several military installations,
including navy buildings in San Diego and marine bases at El Toro, El Centro, Santa Barbara, Mojave, and
Nyland.13 By the time Kistner, Curtis and Wright was disbanded in 1952, to be replaced with Kistner,
Wright and Wright with H. L. Wright also a full partner, the firm could claim it had completed over 540
projects for 70 school districts between 1945 and 1951, and averaged 280 employees.14
Kistner, Wright and Wright continued to be active designers of schools, military facilities, and other
public and private buildings throughout the 1950s and 1960s, including the California Teachers
Association Retired Teachers Home (1958); Cerritos College (1961-1964), for which it won an A.I.A.
award of excellence; the American President Lines Passenger Terminal (joint venture with architect Ed
Fickett, 1961; published in the August 1963 issue of Arts and Architecture and also awarded by the A.I.A.
in 1963); the Norwalk county building (1963); and the library at Cal Poly Pomona (1968). Additionally,
the firm served as consulting architect to school districts in San Bernardino, Ventura, and Riverside.15
Several of the firm’s school designs were published in various architectural journals.
Both Kistner and H. L. Wright were members of the American Institute of Architects, Wright having
achieved F.A.I.A. status by 1956. Wright also served as national president of the A.I. A. in 1962-1963, and
11

Bruce, William George. The American School Board Journal. Volume XLVII, No. 3, September 1913. Page 23.
Available online: https://books.google.com/books?id=5uQ1AQAAMAAJ&pg=RA8-PA23&lpg=RA8PA23&dq=theodore+c+kistner&source=bl&ots=hh_awxUObK&sig=hm3yOGvSY0T_C9aW9rpfYGdASmA&hl=en&sa
=X&ved=0ahUKEwjt7tOel6jNAhVLwGMKHX2TDU44FBDoAQgbMAA#v=onepage&q=theodore%20c%20kistner&f=fa
lse
12
California Index listings, Los Angeles Public Library. www.lapl.org.
13
White, Laura S. et al. Historic Building Assessment for the Cerritos College 2011 Facilities Master Plan. March
2013. Available at https://cms.cerritos.edu/uploads/Board/Board%20Backup/CC_MND_Appendix_C.pdf
14
Ibid.
15
American Institute of Architects. A.I.A. Historical Directory of American Architects. 1956, 1962, and 1970.
http://public.aia.org/sites/hdoaa/wiki/Wiki%20Pages/What's%20here.aspx
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represented the A.I.A. on several national panels. Brother William similarly was a fellow of the American
Society of Civil Engineers. The firm operated from a downtown Los Angeles office, moving to California
Teachers Association building at 1125 West 6th Street following its completion. Kistner retired from the
firm in 1965 and passed away in San Diego County in 1973. Wright and Wright continued to practice at
the 6th Street location until the firm ceased operation in the mid-1970s. It is estimated that the firm,
since its founding by Kistner in 1911, designed 2,000 schools in southern California.
3.2

Existing Conditions

3.2.1

Description of Subject Property

The subject property contains three buildings, which are described in order of construction. The two
office buildings, 1125 and 1111 West 6th Street, are side-by-side, separated by a shared open courtyard,
which is elevated a few steps above street level, and extends from 6th Street to an alley on the north
side of the buildings. The associated parking garage at 1330 West 5th Street is across (north of) the alley
from 1125 West 6th Street and extends further to the west.
3.2.1.1. 1125 West 6th Street
Built as the headquarters of the southern section of the California Teachers Association in 1955-1956,
this is a five-story, flat-roofed, concrete office building. It is located mid-block between Bixel Street on
the east and Lucas Avenue on the west and faces south from the north side of West Sixth Street. The
rectangular footprint of the building is varied by a one-story projection extending from the southwest
corner of the building eastwards to the main building entry located at the approximate center of the
south (primary) façade. The strong horizontal emphasis of the design results from the fenestration.
Ribbons of continuous, metal-framed windows set flush with the exterior walls and outlined by slightly
projecting surround define the second through fifth floors on the façade. A flat canopy with a broad,
angled fascia is supported by a series of stout, freestanding columns, stretches eastward from the entry
to wrap the southeast corner of the building, and shades the full-height windows of the ground floor.
Elevated several steps above ground level, the entry vestibule features a curved east wall. Two pairs of
metal-framed glass doors are topped by transoms and flanked by full-height windows. The southwest
projecting wing has been altered; the fenestration has been modified and a tiled mosaic has replaced an
original relief by artist Jay Rivkin. The north elevation of the building is characterized by bands of
windows, set flush with the exterior and unframed, on the second through fifth floors that are bisected
in the center by a broad, concrete panel. The windows wrap the corners onto the side elevations,
terminated by solid panels situated midway to the southeast and southwest corners of the building.
Inverted L-shaped supports that taper towards the ground and a row of columns carry a canopy that
shades the first floor of the north elevation. A mechanical penthouse is visible above the northwest
corner. Interiors of the upper stories are characterized by double-loaded corridors flanked by offices.
Most finishes appear to be non-original. The ground floor lobby features a curved wall and a row of
columns; however, non-original partition walls and finishes obscure the original design.
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3.1.2.2 1330 West 5th Street
Of utilitarian design and reinforced concrete construction, the parking garage is two stories in height. It
was built in 1965. Concrete panels are suspended from the concrete floor decks along the longer north
and south elevations. Unbroken walls of concrete masonry units form the east and west elevations.
Interior, free-standing concrete columns support the structure, which is open to the exterior. Driveways
are located on the north and south. Parking is provided on three levels, including the roof deck. A chain
link fence has been added to the north (street) elevation.
3.1.2.3 1111 West 6th Street
The third building in the complex was constructed in 1966-1968 on the northwest corner of West 6th
Street and Bixel Street. Its design complements but does not duplicate, that of 1125 West 6th Street.
Flat-roofed and four stories in height, the building has a rectangular footprint that is extended by a onestory, flat-roofed, partial width wing attached to the south (primary) façade. Setback from the projecting
roof and floor planes, the three upper stories are defined on the façade by bands of continuous, metalframed windows set flush with the exterior wall surface. A curved wall embellished with a sculptural
relief by artist J. S. Thompson encloses the ground floor façade projection. The primary entry to the
building faces west onto the shared courtyard and is fully glazed. Freestanding columns support the
overhangs of the upper stories above the cutaway southwest corner and a portion of the east side of the
building. On the north, the bands of windows on the second through fourth floor do not span the full
width of the elevation. A one-story wing projects towards the alley and is characterized by window walls
shaded by a canopy with a broad fascia supported on a series of freestanding columns. Side elevations
consist of unbroken concrete slabs above the first floor. A mechanical penthouse is located at the
northwest corner of the roof. Like the earlier building, the upper story interiors of 1111 West 6th Street
consist of office floors with double-loaded corridors and mostly non-original finishes. The altered ground
floor lobby retains an original tile mosaic on a corridor wall by Alfonso Pardinas, the installer of the
original mosaics that lined the subterranean passenger concourses at Los Angeles International Airport.
Based on current appearance, the mosaic may have been partially removed during the lobby alterations.
3.2.2

History of Subject Property

Early Sanborn maps of the subject property indicate that it formerly was occupied by a series of oneand two-story, wood-framed, single-family residences and flats.16 Building permits indicate that in 1924,
a row of brick storefronts was erected at 1101-1113 using the architectural services of Meyer and
Holler. Over the years, as indicated by the building permit record, the storefronts housed a variety of
neighborhood serving businesses, including a café, bar, liquor store, beauty shop, clothing store, and
even a “banking hall.”
In 1954, it was announced that southern section of the California Teachers Association would build a
new headquarters building at 1125 West 6th Street, to be designed by Kistner, Wright and Wright and
with an estimated cost of $1,300,000.17 Presumably membership in the CTA had surged as a result of the
16
17

Sanborn Map Company. “Los Angeles.” Volume 1, Sheet 27. 1906-1955.
“Plans for Teachers’ Group Building Set.” Los Angeles Times. 23 May 1954, F1.
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post-war population boom, necessitating expanded and centralized facilities. The advantages of the site
were its location one-half mile from Pershing Square, easy access to all freeways, and abundant parking.
Facilities in the new building would include an auditorium, conference and committee rooms, and
specialized spaces for “research, development, public relations, counselling, placement, insurance,
welfare, and credit union services of the organization.”18 It was envisioned that CTA and its affiliates
would utilize the first two floors and that the upper three floors would be leased. Building permits for
the five-story, 75 feet high new building were pulled on January 13, 1955, with Kistner, Wright and
Wright identified as architects and engineers and Myers Bros. as the contractor. Ground-breaking
ceremonies were held on January 15, 1955, with the participation of “leaders of education, the
California Congress of Parents and Teachers, city officials and others.”19 The design of the new building
was described in the newspaper account of the event as “contemporary.”20 Dedication ceremonies were
held in April 1956 for the facility, whose final cost was reported to be $1,370,000.21 A certificate of
occupancy, which cited the assembly room with a capacity of 550 and the banquet room with room for
62 occupants, was issued on December 17, 1956.
A decade later, more space was needed. Construction began on the parking garage in July 1965,
necessary to replace a surface parking area that would shortly be occupied by the courtyard connecting
the new building to the old and to provide additional parking spaces. Kistner, Wright and Wright
provided architectural and engineering services and Myers Bros. was again the contractor. The old brick
store building on the corner of 6th and Bixel was demolished. The building permit for the new building,
described on the permit as having exterior walls of concrete and glass, was obtained on August 3, 1966.
The same team of Kistner, Wright and Wright and Myers Bros. was employed. Construction began in
June 1967 and finished a year later, in July 1968. A few months later, in December, a dedication
ceremony was held.22 The newspaper account made particular mention of “A tree-shaded mall plus a
concrete façade by sculptor J. S. Thompson are part of the project. A mosaic mural by Alfonso Pardinas
of Mexico City decorates the lobby.”23 Total cost of the new building was reported as $1,600,000.
Building permit records suggest that the CTA occupied the complex until the late 1970s, along with
various professional enterprises, including the building architects Kistner, Wright and Wright. In recent
decades, both office buildings have provided space for various medical concerns, including the Kidney
Center of Los Angeles (1125 West 6th Street). Additionally, a large amount of office space has been
occupied for the last approximately twenty years by United American Indian Involvement, Inc., a private,
non-profit organization offering a wide array of health and human services to the native American
community. Over the years, numerous interior modifications have been made, several under the aegis
of the CTA, including construction of non-bearing partition walls, installation of dropped ceilings, and
modification of floor and wall finishes. Both office building ground floor levels including lobby spaces
have been reconfigured for their current uses as medical clinics.
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3.2.3

Character-Defining Features

Character-defining features are the essential physical features that enable a historic resource to convey
its historic identity, which are those features that define both why a property is significant (i.e., under
what criteria of significance and contextual theme) and when a property was significant (i.e., period of
significance). Two of the buildings on the proposed project site have been identified by SurveyLA as
historical resources (see discussion in Section 3.3, Evaluation of Resources) under architectural criteria
of significance within the sub-context of L. A. Modernism, 1919-1980. Character-defining features of the
subject property include:
Table 3.2.3
Character-Defining Features of Subject Property
Location
Complex
1111 West 6th Street

1125 West 6th Street

Feature
Courtyard between 1111 and 1125 West 6th Street
Overall height and mass
Flat roof
Concrete and glass exterior walls and contrast of solid walls
with window voids
Strong horizontality
Fenestration pattern and details (bands of flush, metal-framed
windows on upper stories; floor-to-ceiling glazing of ground
floor walls)
Projecting, flat canopies over upper story window bands
Ground-level columns suggestive of pilotis
Mostly unadorned surfaces (except sculptural wall panel; see
below)
Sculptural mural on first floor of facade
Lobby mosaic
Overall height and mass
Flat roof
Concrete and glass exterior walls and contrast of solid walls
with window voids
Strong horizontality
Fenestration pattern and details (ribbons of flush, metalframed windows on upper stories set, slightly raised window
surrounds outlining upper story façade windows; floor-toceiling glazing of ground floor walls)
Canopy with broad fascia over ground floor
Ground-level columns suggestive of pilotis
Unadorned surfaces
Elevated, recessed main entry
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3.2.4

Assessment of Integrity

Overall, the two buildings that have been identified as historical resources retain substantial exterior
integrity to their periods of significance, which are defined as the construction dates for each (for 1125
West 6th Street, 1955-1956, and for 1111 West 6th Street, 1966-1968). However, for purposes of
National Register eligibility, which generally has a higher integrity threshold than required for either
the California Register or a City of Los Angeles HCM, the modification of the one-story, southwest
corner wing of the 1125 West 6th Street compromises its integrity of design, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association. Each of the seven aspects of integrity is considered:


Location. The buildings were constructed at and for their current locations; therefore, the
buildings retain integrity of location.



Design. 1111 West 6th Street has no compromising exterior alterations and therefore retains
integrity of design. 1125 West 6th Street has experienced one significant alteration. The onestory wing at the southwest corner of the building has been remodeled, with new windows and
awnings facing 6th Street and a new mosaic on the curved wall facing east towards the entry.
The original configuration of this wall is not certain; renderings in newspaper accounts seem to
indicate that it met the corner at a ninety degree angle and was straight. However, a sketch plan
on the original building permit illustrated an angled wall. Additionally, the original ceramic tile
mural by artist Jay Rivkin has been removed. However, the remaining elements of the façade
exterior are unaltered. This building, therefore, has a partially compromised integrity of design.



Setting. The most significant aspect of the setting of the two buildings is their relationship to
each other, which is substantially unchanged since 1111 West 6th Street was constructed in
1966-1968. The larger setting, in terms of the adjacent neighborhood, has undergone significant
recent redevelopment, although the proximity of Good Samaritan Hospital and the related
medical buildings to the south and the residential district to the north remain the same as when
the buildings were constructed. The property retains integrity of setting.



Materials. With the exception of the non-original finishes of the southwest, one-story wing of
1125 West 6th Street, the buildings retain original exterior materials. Therefore, 1111 West 6th
Street has integrity of materials while 1125 West 6th Street has a partially compromised integrity
of materials.



Workmanship. Workmanship is generally associated with physical evidence of building
techniques and technologies, such as tooling, carving, painting, graining, turning, and
joinery. Since the aesthetic of modern office buildings emphasized standardization,
evidence of workmanship was often linked to the treatment of materials and the quality of
detailing. To the degree that each of the buildings retain original materials, such as the
exterior wall surfaces and the windows, the subject property also retains this aspect of
integrity. Removal of original artwork adversely impacts the integrity of workmanship. A
mural was removed from 1125 West 6th Street and a portion of the lobby mosaic may have
been removed from 1111 West 6th Street.
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Feeling. Both buildings convincingly express the contemporary architectural aesthetic of the
Late Moderne style and are recognizable as products of the 1950s and 1960s. Therefore, the
subject property retains integrity of feeling.



Association. Association requires the presence of physical features that convey a property’s
historic character. Because, with the exception of the altered first floor wing at 1125 West 6th
Street, the exteriors of the two buildings retain their character-defining features and
substantially appear as they did when they were designed, built, and inhabited by the California
Teachers Association, the subject property retains integrity of association.

A test of integrity is whether or not a person who used a historic property during the period of
significance would recognize the property in its current condition. The subject property passes this test.
3.3

Evaluation of Resources

3.3.1

Study Area

The study area was identified based on the anticipated direct and indirect effects of the proposed
project on historic resources. There are no designated or otherwise identified historic resources,
including listed or potential historic districts, adjacent to the proposed project site. This determination
is based on examination of the 2014 Westlake Community Plan Historic Resources Survey completed for
SurveyLA; 2009 Westlake Recovery Redevelopment Area Historic Resources Survey completed for the
Community Redevelopment Agency; Central City West Specific Plan Appendix A; list of Historic-Cultural
Monuments in the Westlake Community Plan Area; list of designated or in-process Historic Preservation
Overlay Zones identified by the City’s Office of Historic Resources; and the California Office of Historic
Preservation Historic Property Data File for Los Angeles County (2011). Therefore, the study area was
defined as the project site itself, which is described as the three parcels containing 1111 and 1125 West
6th Street and 1330 West 5th Street.
3.3.2

Previous Evaluations

SurveyLA recommended 1111 West 6th Street as eligible for individual listing in the National Register
(State Historical Resource Status Code 3S), eligible for individual listing in the California Register (CHR
status code 3CS), and eligible for designation as a City HCM (CHR status code 5S3), citing it as an excellent
example of Late Moderne commercial architecture in Westlake by the noted architectural firm of Kistner,
Wright and Wright (Criterion C/3/3). Similarly, SurveyLA recommended 1125 West 6th Street as eligible
for the California Register (CHR status code 5CS) and for local HCM designation (5S3) but noted that, due
to the alterations to the one-story projecting volume on the primary façade, the building did not retain
sufficient integrity to be eligible for the National Register. SurveyLA only records resources that have
been identified as significant within the contexts developed for SurveyLA; 1330 West 5th Street was not
recorded and was therefore not identified as significant. No historic districts were identified that
included or were in proximity to the proposed project site.
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3.3.3

Application of Criteria of Significance

The criteria for the National Register, California Register, and City of Los Angeles HCM are closely aligned
and are therefore considered together.
3.3.3.1 Association with Significant Historic Patterns and Events (Criterion A/1/1)
Construction of the California Teachers Association complex was part of a general trend in the Westlake
Community Plan Area following World War II towards establishment of multi-storied office buildings that
housed corporate headquarters, insurance companies, unions and other professional and advocacy
organizations. In some ways this movement west from downtown was by default; it was a spill-over that
acknowledged the lack of buildable space in the downtown core that could be obtained at reasonable
price. The improvement of the freeway system in the vicinity made the Westlake area accessible to the
region, further stimulating the commercial growth that primarily occurred along the major east-west
corridors, most notably Wilshire Boulevard. The CTA buildings are typical, rather than outstanding or
otherwise notable manifestations of these trends. They were not the first, last, or especially prominent.
Additionally, the expansion of medical facilities in the area stimulated growth in terms of buildings
specifically built for medical purposes; however, the CTA complex was not converted to medical use until
recently, well past the period of significance for each building. The buildings were used for the day- today operations of the southern section of the CTA and its services, and there is no evidence of any
significant events that were specifically associated with the buildings. The subject property is not
significant for association with historic patterns or events.
3.3.3.2 Association with Significant Historic Persons (Criterion B/2/2)
Research did not identify any specific person or persons important in history that were
significantly associated with the CTA buildings. The CTA was an important organization in
statewide education due to its advocacy for universal education and other causes and
championing of the collective rights of teachers. However, the organization’s establishment
occurred elsewhere, in northern California, and its primary accomplishments are not associated
with the southern section offices. Indeed, just after the southern section finished construction of
1125 West 6th Street, the CTA started construction of its Welton Becket-designed statewide
headquarters building in Burlingame, just south of San Francisco.25 The subject property is not
significant under this criterion.

25
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3.3.3.3 Distinctive Architecture or Association with a Master Architect or Designer (Criterion
C/3/3)
Architectural significance may derive from quality of design as exhibited by the distinctive
characteristics that represent a specific period, style, or method of construction, or from
association with a noted or master architect or building professional. Both 1111 and 1125 West
6th Street are significant as good and substantially intact (the modification to the lower façade of
1125 notwithstanding) examples of the Late Moderne style as described the City’s historic
context statement. Both display most of the character-defining features associated with the Late
Moderne phase of modern architecture in Los Angeles:








horizontal orientation
windows “punched” into walls, with no surrounds
flat, or nearly flat, roofs
smooth, stucco cladding
horizontal bands of beveled windows with projecting frames (1125 West 6th Street displays the
projecting frame)
metal, often steel-sash, windows
unadorned wall surfaces, with minimal ornament

The City’s historic context statement assigned a period of significance for Late Moderne architecture of
1936-1960. The period of significance associated with each of the subject buildings is their respective
construction dates (for 1125 West 6th Street, 1955-1956, and for 1111 West 6th Street, 1966-1968). The
period of significance for 1111 West 6th Street, 1966- 1968, post-dates 1960. However, the City, in its
“Guide to Professionals Using the Historic Context Statement for Property Evaluations” states: “Periods
of Significance (POS) for contexts and themes were developed early on in the SurveyLA process to
guide field evaluations and were based, at that time, on designated resources and known resources
identified through research and previous survey evaluations. Many of these have been revised/refined
based on actual survey findings and additional research conducted for developing theme narratives.
Surveyors and other evaluators are advised to use professional judgment in applying a POS to
properties as it is possible that resources may be identified over time that fall outside a POS and
still meet eligibility standards.”26 With this in mind, it is likely that the contextual period of
significance for Late Moderne architecture will be revised and expanded at some point.
At the time the SurveyLA findings were published in 2015, 1111 West 6th Street was not yet 50
years old and no argument for exceptional significance was presented. However, the start dates
for each period of significance associated with the subject buildings now (2016) falls within the
50-year threshold required for National Register eligibility without the necessity of proving
exceptional significance. As noted previously, the California Register does not explicitly mandate
a 50-year age, stipulating instead that sufficient time have elapsed to be able to understand the
historic context. The City of Los Angeles does not impose age requirements for listing as an
HCM. Therefore, age is not a relevant consideration in determining the significance of the two
historic buildings on the subject property.
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SurveyLA cites association with the “noted” architectural firm of Kistner, Wright and Wright in its
significance statement for the two West 6th Street buildings, but falls short of declaring the firm to be
master architects. That the firm was “noted” is a justifiable assertion, given their extensive body of work,
particularly with respect to school design and construction. The firm was recognized by at least two local
A.I.A. chapter awards of excellence and received some recognition in architectural publications.
Association with Kistner, Wright and Wright is a relevant consideration for California Register eligibility,
which does not stipulate “master” architect status. However, association with Kistner, Wright, and
Wright is not a reason for eligibility for the National Register or for HCM designation, which both require
association with a “master” architect.
For these reasons, 1111 and 1125 West 6th Street are significant under the criterion of distinctive
architecture. 1111 West 6th Street appears eligible for the National Register, California Register,
and HCM designation because of its embodiment of the distinguishing characteristics of Late
Moderne architecture and is additionally eligible for the California Register for its association
with the important architectural firm of Kistner, Wright and Wright. 1125 West 6th Street appears
eligible for the California Register and for HCM designation because of its embodiment of the
distinguishing characteristics of Late Moderne architecture and is additionally eligible for the
California Register for its association with the important architectural firm of Kistner, Wright and
Wright. Due to integrity considerations (see previous section), 1125 West 6th Street is not eligible
for the National Register.
1330 West 5th Street, although also designed by Kistner, Wright and Wright, does not embody the
distinguishing characteristics of a style or period or method of construction and does represent
any particular achievement or skill of its architects. It is a standard example of a utilitarian
building type and does not possess the qualities necessary to be significant under this criterion.
3.3.3.4 Potential to Yield Important Information in History or Pre-History (Criterion D/4)
The extant buildings do not satisfy this criterion, which is generally applied to archaeological resources.
No resources of an archaeological nature were observed during site inspection. The subject property is
paved and landscaped and has been highly disturbed by building construction, first for the residences
and commercial buildings that were constructed on site prior to the current buildings and second for the
substantial excavations required to build each building in the complex. Further evaluation of potential
archaeological significance of the subject property is outside the scope of this report.
3.3.4

Conclusion: Historical Resources in Study Area

1111 and 1125 West 6th Street appear to satisfy criterion C/3/3 and are therefore considered historical
resources for the purposes of CEQA. 1330 West 5th Street does not appear to satisfy any criteria of
significance and is therefore not a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA
26

Office of Historic Resources. “Guide to Professionals Using the Historic Context Statement for Property
Evaluations.”
http://preservation.lacity.org/sites/default/files/Guide%20for%20Professionals%20Using%20the%20Historic%20C
ontext%20Statement_Jan%202016_0.pdf
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4. ANALYSIS OF PROJECT IMPACTS
4.1

Thresholds of Significant Impact

4.1.1

State

As noted in Section 2.2.1, CEQA stipulates that a project with an effect that may cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of an historical resource may have a significant effect on the
environment. Substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource means physical
demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such
that the significance of an historical resource would be materially impaired. The significance of an
historical resource is materially impaired when a project demolishes or materially alters in an adverse
manner those physical characteristics of the resource that convey its historical significance and justify its
inclusion or eligibility for inclusion in the California Register.
CEQA also provides that “Generally, a project that follows the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
the Treatment of Historic Properties with guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and
Reconstructing Historic buildings or the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings . . . shall be mitigated to a level of less than a significant
impact on the historical resource.”27
4.1.2

City

Los Angeles has adopted the State CEQA Guidelines. In addition, the City has published the L. A. CEQA
Thresholds Guide (2006). Section D3 of the Guide clarifies thresholds for historical resources impacts:
A project would normally have a significant impact on historical resources if it would
result in a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource. A
substantial adverse change in significance occurs if the project involves:





27

Demolition of a significant resource;
Relocation that does not maintain the integrity and significance of a significant
resource;
Conversion, rehabilitation, or alteration of a significant resource which does not
conform to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings; or
Construction that reduces the integrity or significance of important resources on
the site or in the vicinity.

California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3 (CEQA Guidelines). Section 15064.5(b)(3).
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4.2

Proposed Project Impacts on Historical Resources

4.2.1

Project Impacts

The proposed project entails the demolition of two buildings which have been identified as
historical resources, 1111 and 1125 West 6th Street. These demolitions would result in a
substantial adverse change in the significance of both resources, and therefore would cause a
substantial adverse impact on the environment. Projects that may cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a historical resource require consideration of measures to mitigate,
to the extent feasible, those adverse impacts.
There are no adjacent historic resources that would be affected by the proposed project. Three
historic properties in the vicinity have been identified by SurveyLA:






4.2.2

1254 West 6th Street. Good Samaritan Hospital, 1926. The resource is significant for its
architecture and for its historical association with medical practice in Los Angeles.
Occupying an entire block that stretches south to Wilshire Boulevard, this property is
separated from the proposed project by Sixth Street and additional buildings. There
would not be any adverse direct or indirect impacts to the characteristics that establish
its significance as a result of construction or operation of the proposed project.
1260 West 6th Street. Medical building, 1925. The resource is significant for its
architecture. Located at the southeast corner of 6th Street and Lucas Avenue, this
property is further west and separated from the proposed project by Sixth Street. There
would not be any adverse direct or indirect impacts to the characteristics that establish
its significance as a result of construction or operation of the proposed project.
504 Lucas Avenue. Para Los Niños commercial building, 1928. The resource is significant
for its architecture. It faces west onto Lucas Avenue and is separated from 1330 West
5th Street by an intervening building. There would not be any adverse direct or indirect
impacts to the characteristics that establish its significance as a result of construction or
operation of the proposed project.
Cumulative Impacts

Implementation of the proposed project, in combination with past, present, and potential future
cumulative development in the area, could continue to alter the historic character of the
Westlake Community Plan Area. Therefore, cumulative development could result in impacts to
designated and potential historic resources.
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5. MITIGATION MEASURE
5.1

Proposed Mitigation Measure

Avoidance of adverse impacts is the preferred method of mitigation. Use of the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation is one means of achieving this goal. If neither avoidance
nor use of the Secretary’s Standards is feasible, the following mitigation measure is
recommended to reduce adverse impacts on historical resources:
Historic Resources Mitigation Measure: Recordation. Prior to any demolition, the City shall
ensure that 1111 and 1125 West 6th Street, which are historical resources as defined by CEQA,
are recorded according to the most recent guidelines of the Historic American Buildings Survey
(HABS) for Level II documentation. The documentation package shall include existing drawings;
written history, including historic context and statement of significance; written architectural
description; bibliographic materials; large-format, black-and-white photographs; and any
relevant related information. The original documentation shall be submitted to the HABS office
in Washington, D.C., for deposit in the Library of Congress. Copies of the documentation
package shall be offered to the Special Collections at the University of California Santa Barbara
for addition to their Kistner, Wright and Wright archives; the Los Angeles Public Library, and the
South Central Coastal Information Center at California State University, Fullerton. An individual
or team meeting the Secretary of the Interior's Professional Qualifications Standards (36 CFR
Part 61) shall be retained to prepare the HABS materials.
5.2

Level of Significance After Mitigation

Implementation of the specified mitigation measure would lessen adverse impacts to historical
resources but would not reduce those impacts to a less than significant level, and impacts to
historical resources would remain unavoidably adverse.
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CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHS
(November 23, 2015)
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1125 West 6 Street (left), 1111 West 6 Street (right), south and east elevations, view northwest

th

Courtyard between 1125 and 1111 West 6 Street, view north
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1111 West 6 Street, south and east elevations, view northwest
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1111 West 6 Street, south and west elevations, view northeast
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1111 West 6 Street, north and west elevations, view east
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1111 West 6 Street, east and north elevations, view west
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1125 West 6 Street, south and east elevations, view northwest
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1125 West 6 Street, main entry, south elevation, view northwest
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1125 West 6 Street, south elevation, ground level, view east
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1125 West 6 Street, altered ground floor, west end of south elevation, view west
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1125 West 6 Street, west and north elevations, view southeast
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1125 West 6 Street, east and north elevations, view southwest
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1111 West 6 Street, lobby, left and ground floor tile mosaic mural, right
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1111 West 6 Street, typical office floor corridor and elevator lobby

th

1125 West 6 Street, ground floor lobby

th

1125 West 6 Street, typical office floor corridor and elevator lobby
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1330 West 5 Street, south elevation, view northwest

th

West elevation, view northeast

1330 West 5 Street
East and north elevations, view west
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E.2

South Central Coast Information Center (SCCIC), California State
University Fullerton, Department of Anthropology, California Historical
Resources Information System (CHRIS) Cultural Resources Records
Search, July 20, 2016.

South Central Coastal Information Center
California State University, Fullerton
Department of Anthropology MH-426
800 North State College Boulevard
Fullerton, CA 92834-6846
657.278.5395

C alifornia H istorical R esources I nform ation S ystem
Los Angeles, Orange, Ventura and San Bernardino Counties
sccic@fullerton.edu

_____________________________________________________________________________
7/20/2016

SCCIC File #: 16624.2710

Leanna Williams
Parker Environmental Consultants
23822 Valencia Blvd, Ste. 301
Valencia CA 91355
Re: Sapphire Project
The South Central Coastal Information Center received your records search request for the project area
referenced above, located on the Hollywood, CA USGS 7.5’ quadrangle. The following summary reflects
the results of the records search for the project area and a ½-mile radius. The search includes a review
of all recorded archaeological and built-environment resources as well as a review of cultural resource
reports on file. In addition, the California Points of Historical Interest (SPHI), the California Historical
Landmarks (SHL), the California Register of Historical Resources (CAL REG), the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP), the California State Historic Properties Directory (HPD), and the City of Los
Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments (LAHCM) listings were reviewed for the above referenced project
site. Due to the sensitive nature of cultural resources, archaeological site locations are not released.
RECORDS SEARCH RESULTS SUMMARY
Archaeological Resources
Built-Environment Resources
Reports and Studies
OHP Historic Properties Directory
(HPD)
California Points of Historical
Interest (SPHI)
California Historical Landmarks
(SHL)
California Register of Historical
Resources (CAL REG)
National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP)

Within project area: 0
Within project radius: 1
Within project area: 0
Within project radius: 52
Within project area: 2
Within project radius: 34
Within project area: 0
Within project radius: 10
Within project area: 0
Within project radius: 0
Within project area: 0
Within project radius: 0
Within project area: 0
Within project radius: 0
Within project area: 0
Within project radius: 0

Archaeological Determinations of
Eligibility (ADOE):
City of Los Angeles HistoricCultural Monuments (LAHCM)

Within project area: 0
Within project radius: 0
Within project area: 0

HISTORIC MAP REVIEW – Santa Monica, CA (1902, 1921) USGS 15’: indicated that in 1902, there was
little to no visible development within the project site; however, there were several roads and buildings
within the vicinity of the project area with the project site being located within an urban environment.
There was one stream visible to the north of the project site. Historic place names nearby included Los
Angeles. In 1921, there appeared to be unknown number of buildings within the project site. There
were numerous roads and buildings present within the vicinity of the project area with the project site
being located within a dense urban environment. Historic place names nearby included Los Angeles.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The project area has not been previously surveyed for the presence of archaeological resources.
Furthermore, the project area’s ground surface appears to be completely obscured by urban
development; consequently, surface artifacts would not be visible. Therefore, a halt-work condition
should be place for ground-disturbing activities. In the event that any suspected cultural resources are
found, all work within the vicinity of the find should stop until a qualified archaeological consultant can
be retained to assess the find and make recommendations. Excavation of any potential resource should
not be attempted by project personnel. It is also recommended that any buildings, structures or
objects (45 years and older and within the project area or within the area affected by the project as
defined by the lead agency) be identified, recorded, and evaluated for local, state, or national
significance prior to the approval of project plans by a qualified cultural resources consultant prior to the
approval of project plans. Finally, the Native American Heritage Commission should be consulted to
identify if any additional traditional cultural properties or other sacred sites are known to be in the area.
Any resulting reports by the qualified consultant should be submitted to the South Central
Coastal Information Center as soon as possible.
For your convenience, you may find a professional consultant* at www.chrisinfo.org.
*The SCCIC does not endorse any particular consultant and makes no claims about the qualifications of any person listed. Each
consultant on this list self-reports that they meet current professional standards.

If you have any questions regarding the results presented herein, please contact the office at
657.278.5395 Monday through Thursday 9:00 am to 3:30 pm. Should you require any additional
information for the above referenced project, reference the SCCIC number listed above when making
inquiries. Requests made after initial invoicing will result in the preparation of a separate invoice.
Thank you for using the California Historical Resources Information System,

Lindsey Noyes
Lead Staff Researcher

Enclosures:
(X) Invoice #16624.2710
Due to processing delays and other factors, not all of the historical resource reports and resource
records that have been submitted to the Office of Historic Preservation are available via this records
search. Additional information may be available through the federal, state, and local agencies that
produced or paid for historical resource management work in the search area. Additionally, Native
American tribes have historical resource information not in the California Historical Resources
Information System (CHRIS) Inventory, and you should contact the California Native American Heritage
Commission for information on local/regional tribal contacts.
The California Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) contracts with the California Historical
Resources Information System’s (CHRIS) regional Information Centers (ICs) to maintain information in the
CHRIS inventory and make it available to local, state, and federal agencies, cultural resource
professionals, Native American tribes, researchers, and the public. Recommendations made by IC
coordinators or their staff regarding the interpretation and application of this information are advisory
only. Such recommendations do not necessarily represent the evaluation or opinion of the State Historic
Preservation Officer in carrying out the OHP’s regulatory authority under federal and state law.
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Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County, Vertebrate
Paleontology Section, Paleontological Resources for the Proposed
Sapphire Project, in the City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County,
Project Area, July 25, 2016.

Vertebrate Paleontology Section
Telephone: (213) 763-3325
Fax: (213) 746-7431
e-mail: smcleod@nhm.org

25 July 2016
Parker Environmental Consultants
23822 Valencia Boulevard, Suite 301
Valencia, CA 91355
Attn: Leanna Williams, Project Manager

re: Paleontological resources for the proposed Sapphire Project, in the City of Los Angeles, Los
Angeles County, project area

Dear Leanna:
I have conducted a thorough search of our paleontology collection records for the locality
and specimen data for the proposed Sapphire Project, in the City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles
County, project area as outlined on the portion of the Hollywood USGS topographic quadrangle
map that you sent to me via e-mail on 5 July 2016. We do not have any vertebrate fossil
localities that lie directly within the proposed project boundaries, but we do have fossil vertebrate
localities nearby from the same sedimentary deposits that occur in the proposed project area.
The entire proposed project area has surface deposits composed of older Quaternary
Alluvium, derived as alluvial fan deposits from the elevated terrain to the northeast. The
uppermost layers of Quaternary Alluvium in this general portion of Los Angeles usually do not
contain significant vertebrate fossils, but vertebrate fossils do occur at varying depths. Our
closest vertebrate fossil locality from the older Quaternary deposits is LACM 1755, southeast of
the proposed project area near the intersection of Hill Street and 12th Street, that produced a fossil
specimen of horse, Equus, at a depth of 43 feet below the surface. Our next closest vertebrate
fossil locality from older Quaternary deposits is LACM 3250, northwest of the proposed project
area just north of the Hollywood Freeway (Highway 101) near the intersection of Madison
Avenue and Middlebury Street, that produced a fossil specimen of mammoth, Mammuthus, at a
depth of about eight feet below street level. West-northwest of the proposed project area, near

the intersection of Western Avenue and Council Street, our locality LACM 5845, also from these
older Quaternary sediments, produced a specimen of fossil mastodon, Mammutidae, at a depth of
only 5-6 feet below the surface. Just north of west of the proposed project area near the
intersection of Wilshire Boulevard and Serrano Avenue, our older Quaternary locality LACM
6204 produced a fossil specimen of mammoth, Mammuthus, at a depth of 65 feet below grade.
West-southwest of the proposed project area in a cut for the Santa Monica Freeway (I-10) just
east of Gramercy Place, our vertebrate fossil locality LACM 1893 in older Quaternary deposits
produced fossil specimens of mammoth, Mammuthus, and bison, Bison antiquus.
Most of the proposed project area, the southeastern portion, has exposures of the marine
Pliocene Fernando Formation. We have a series of vertebrate fossil localities from the Fernando
Formation stretching eastward from the proposed project area into downtown Los Angeles
including LACM 3868, just south across 6th Street from the proposed project area; LACM 6971,
west of Pershing Square near the corner of 6th and Flower Streets; LACM 4726, near the corner
of 4th and Hill Streets; and LACM 7730, near the intersection of Main Street and 2nd Street.
These nearby Fernando Formation localities have produced a composite fauna including fossil
specimens of stingray, Dasyatis, eagle ray, Myliobatis, skate, Raja, chimaerid, Chimaeriformes,
bull shark, Carcharhinus leucas, dusky shark, Carcharhinus obscurus, hammerhead shark,
Sphyrna, sixgill shark, Hexanchiformes, bonito shark, Isurus oxyrinchus, salmon shark, Lamna
ditropis, white sharks, Carcharodon sulcidens and Carcharodon carcharias, herring, Clupeidae,
hake, Merluccius, sheepshead, Semicossyphus, mackerel, Scomber, bird, Aves, rorqual baleen
whale, Balanopteridae, and toothed whale, Odontoceti.
The northwestern portion of the proposed project area has exposures of the marine late
Miocene Puente Formation, a rock unit that also probably occurs at depth in the rest of the
proposed project area. Our closest vertebrate fossil localities from the Puente Formation were all
recovered during excavations for the Metrorail Red Line. Around the MacArthur Park Metrorail
station, along Wilshire Boulevard west of Alvarado Street just north of west of the proposed
project area, we have the localities LACM 6198-6199, 6200-6201, and 6254 from the Puente
Formation. Fossil fish specimens of the families Bathylagidae, deep sea smelts, Belonidae,
needlefishes, Moridae, moras, Myctophidae, lanternfishes, and Scombridae, mackerel, were
collected from these localities as was a fossil whale rib fragment. Slightly farther west, around
the Metrorail station at Vermont Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard, we have the localities LACM
6202 and 6203 from the Puente Formation. Fossil specimens of eels, Anguilliformes, and
needlefishes, Belonidae, were recovered at LACM 6203. Locality LACM 6202, however, was an
extremely productive locality that contained an extensive fauna of fossil fish. A list of the fossil
fish taxa from LACM 6202 is provided in the appendix.
Excavations below the very uppermost layers of older Quaternary Alluvium, as well as
any excavations in the exposures of the Fernando Formation or the Puente Formation in the
proposed project area, may very well uncover significant vertebrate fossils. Any substantial
excavations in the proposed project area, therefore, should be monitored closely to quickly and
professionally recover any fossil remains discovered while not impeding development. Also,

sediment samples from the finer-grained deposits should be collected and processed to determine
the small fossil potential in the proposed project area. Any fossils recovered during mitigation
should be deposited in an accredited and permanent scientific institution for the benefit of current
and future generations.
This records search covers only the vertebrate paleontology records of the Natural History
Museum of Los Angeles County. It is not intended to be a thorough paleontological survey of
the proposed project area covering other institutional records, a literature survey, or any potential
on-site survey.

Sincerely,

Samuel A. McLeod, Ph.D.
Vertebrate Paleontology
enclosures: appendix; invoice

Fossil fish taxa from LACM 6202, Metrorail Red Line Vermont / Wilshire Station
Osteichthyes
Anguilliformes
Atheriniformes
Belonidae
Beryciformes
Anoplogasteridae
Anoplogaster
Melamphaeidae
Scopelogadus
Clupeiformes
Clupeidae
Ganolytes
cameo
Xyne
grex
Gadiformes
Gadidae
Physiculus
Macrouridae
Merlucciidae
Merluccius
Moridae
Lophiiformes
Linophrynidae
Oneirodidae
Oneirodes
Myctophiformes
Myctophidae
Diaphus
Lampanyctus
Perciformes
Carangidae
Pseudoseriola
Gempylidae
Thyrsocles
Sciaenidae
Lompoquia
Scombridae
Sarda
Scomber
Serranidae
Trichiuridae

- bony fishes
- eels
- needlefishes
- fangtooths
- bigscales

- herrings

- cods
- grenadiers
- hakes
- flatnoses
- frogfishes

- lanternfishes

- jacks
- snake mackerals
- croakers
- tunas & mackerals

- groupers
- cutlassfishes

Pleuronectiformes
Citharidae
- sanddabs
Citharichthys
Pleuronectidae
- fluonders & soles
Hippoglossus
Pleuronichthys
Salmoniformes
Alepocephalidae
- slickheads
Argentinidae
- argentinas
Bathylagidae
- smoothtongues
Bathylagus
Opisthoproctidae
- spookfishes
Searsiidae
- tubeshoulders
Scorpaeniformes
Scorpaenidae
- rockfishes
Sebastes
Stomiatiformes
Chauliodontidae
- viperfishes
Chauliodus
eximius
Gonostomidae
- bristlemouths
Cyclothone
Vinciguerria
Sternoptychidae
- hatchetfishes
Argyropelecus
Stomiatidae
- dragonfishes
Stomias
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Copies of AB 52 Pre-Consultation Request Letters, submitted on March
10, 2016.
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March 10, 2016
AB 52 TRIBAL CONSULTATION FORM
Joseph Ontiveros
Cultural Resource Director
Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians
PO Box 487
San Jacinto, CA 92581
RE:

SAPPHIRE PROJECT, 1324-1342 W. 5th STREET, 1101-1135 W. 6th STREET,
AND 517-521 S. BIXEL STREET, LOS ANGELES, CA 90017
CASE NO.: ENV-2015-3033-EIR, APCC-2015-3032-SPE-SPP-SPPA-MSC

Dear Tribal Representative:
This letter is to inform you that the Los Angeles Department of City Planning is reviewing the
proposed project described below. Per AB 52, the tribe has the right to consult on a proposed
public or private project prior to the release of a negative declaration, mitigated negative
declaration or environmental impact report. A brief project description is as follows:
The Applicant proposes the demolition of the existing structures on-site, which includes a threelevel parking structure, one five-story commercial office and medical office building, and one
four-story commercial office and medical office building, for the development of a residential
and commercial mixed-use project. The Proposed Project would consist of the construction of
two buildings (North Building and South Building) that would be connected by a footbridge
spanning above the adjacent alleyway. The North Building would include 142 apartment units
within seven levels and would on front 5th Street. The South Building would include 22,000
square feet of ground-floor retail and 227 apartment units within six levels above the groundfloor retail and would front both 6th Street and Bixel Street. The Proposed Project would have a
total of 369 residential apartment units and approximately 22,000 square feet of ground-floor
commercial space. The ground-floor commercial space may include retail, restaurant, coffee
shop uses, and/or other uses permitted by the Specific Plan. The unit mix would include 193
studio units, 96 one-bedroom units, 56 two-bedroom units, and 24 three-bedroom units of
varying sizes and configurations. Both buildings include seven stories above grade and two
levels of subterranean parking. The elevation across the Project Site increases from south to
north and west to east. The Proposed Project would provide required on-site vehicle and bicycle
parking spaces pursuant to the LAMC. Open space courtyards and landscaping features are
proposed throughout the Project Site, including 16,075 square feet of open space within the
North Building and 24,600 square feet of open space in the South Building for a total of 40,675
square feet of open space on-site. In total, the Proposed Project would contain approximately
348,431 square feet of floor area.

The project location is as follows:
The Sapphire Project (Proposed Project) is located at 1101-1135 W. 6th Street, 1324-1342 W. 5th
Street, and 517-521 S. Bixel Street at the northwesterly corner of the intersection of 6th Street
and Bixel Street (southern portion) and midblock on the south side of 5th Street between Bixel
Street and Lucas Avenue (northern portion), in the Central City West Specific Plan Area and the
Westlake Community Plan Area in the City of Los Angeles. The Project Site encompasses
approximately 1.92 acres (approximately 83,659 square feet) of land area and includes Lots 4, 5,
6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 18 of the Sixth Street and Lucas Avenue Tract (APNs 5152-001-014
and 5152-001-021) and Lots 1, 2 and 3 of the Bixel Street Tract (APN 5152-001-023) (Project
Site).
You have 30 calendar days from receipt of this letter to notify us in writing that you want to
consult on this project. Please provide the lead contact person’s contact information. Please
mail your request to:
Christina T. Lee [Email: Christina.toy-lee@lacity.org]
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
Plan Implementation Division
200 N. Spring Street, Room 750
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Planning Staff
Name: Christina T. Lee

Signature:

___________________________________ Date: March 10, 2016
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March 10, 2016
AB 52 TRIBAL CONSULTATION FORM
Andrew Salas, Chairman
Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians - Kizh Nation
PO Box 393
Covina, CA 91723
March 10, 2016
RE:

SAPPHIRE PROJECT, 1324-1342 W. 5th STREET, 1101-1135 W. 6th STREET,
AND 517-521 S. BIXEL STREET, LOS ANGELES, CA 90017
CASE NO.: ENV-2015-3033-EIR, APCC-2015-3032-SPE-SPP-SPPA-MSC

Dear Tribal Representative:
This letter is to inform you that the Los Angeles Department of City Planning is reviewing the
proposed project described below. Per AB 52, the tribe has the right to consult on a proposed
public or private project prior to the release of a negative declaration, mitigated negative
declaration or environmental impact report. A brief project description is as follows:
The Applicant proposes the demolition of the existing structures on-site, which includes a threelevel parking structure, one five-story commercial office and medical office building, and one
four-story commercial office and medical office building, for the development of a residential
and commercial mixed-use project. The Proposed Project would consist of the construction of
two buildings (North Building and South Building) that would be connected by a footbridge
spanning above the adjacent alleyway. The North Building would include 142 apartment units
within seven levels and would on front 5th Street. The South Building would include 22,000
square feet of ground-floor retail and 227 apartment units within six levels above the groundfloor retail and would front both 6th Street and Bixel Street. The Proposed Project would have a
total of 369 residential apartment units and approximately 22,000 square feet of ground-floor
commercial space. The ground-floor commercial space may include retail, restaurant, coffee
shop uses, and/or other uses permitted by the Specific Plan. The unit mix would include 193
studio units, 96 one-bedroom units, 56 two-bedroom units, and 24 three-bedroom units of
varying sizes and configurations. Both buildings include seven stories above grade and two
levels of subterranean parking. The elevation across the Project Site increases from south to
north and west to east. The Proposed Project would provide required on-site vehicle and bicycle
parking spaces pursuant to the LAMC. Open space courtyards and landscaping features are
proposed throughout the Project Site, including 16,075 square feet of open space within the
North Building and 24,600 square feet of open space in the South Building for a total of 40,675
square feet of open space on-site. In total, the Proposed Project would contain approximately
348,431 square feet of floor area.

The project location is as follows:
The Sapphire Project (Proposed Project) is located at 1101-1135 W. 6th Street, 1324-1342 W. 5th
Street, and 517-521 S. Bixel Street at the northwesterly corner of the intersection of 6th Street
and Bixel Street (southern portion) and midblock on the south side of 5th Street between Bixel
Street and Lucas Avenue (northern portion), in the Central City West Specific Plan Area and the
Westlake Community Plan Area in the City of Los Angeles. The Project Site encompasses
approximately 1.92 acres (approximately 83,659 square feet) of land area and includes Lots 4, 5,
6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 18 of the Sixth Street and Lucas Avenue Tract (APNs 5152-001-014
and 5152-001-021) and Lots 1, 2 and 3 of the Bixel Street Tract (APN 5152-001-023) (Project
Site).
You have 30 calendar days from receipt of this letter to notify us in writing that you want to
consult on this project. Please provide the lead contact person’s contact information. Please
mail your request to:
Christina T. Lee [Email: Christina.toy-lee@lacity.org]
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
Plan Implementation Division
200 N. Spring Street, Room 750
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Planning Staff
Name: Christina T. Lee

Signature:

___________________________________ Date: March 10, 2016
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March 10, 2016
AB 52 TRIBAL CONSULTATION FORM
Caitlin B. Gulley
Tribal Historic & Cultural Preservation Officer
Fernandeño Tataviam Band of Mission Indians
1019 Second Street
San Fernando CA, 91340
RE:

SAPPHIRE PROJECT, 1324-1342 W. 5th STREET, 1101-1135 W. 6th STREET,
AND 517-521 S. BIXEL STREET, LOS ANGELES, CA 90017
CASE NO.: ENV-2015-3033-EIR, APCC-2015-3032-SPE-SPP-SPPA-MSC

Dear Tribal Representative:
This letter is to inform you that the Los Angeles Department of City Planning is reviewing the
proposed project described below. Per AB 52, the tribe has the right to consult on a proposed
public or private project prior to the release of a negative declaration, mitigated negative
declaration or environmental impact report. A brief project description is as follows:
The Applicant proposes the demolition of the existing structures on-site, which includes a threelevel parking structure, one five-story commercial office and medical office building, and one
four-story commercial office and medical office building, for the development of a residential
and commercial mixed-use project. The Proposed Project would consist of the construction of
two buildings (North Building and South Building) that would be connected by a footbridge
spanning above the adjacent alleyway. The North Building would include 142 apartment units
within seven levels and would on front 5th Street. The South Building would include 22,000
square feet of ground-floor retail and 227 apartment units within six levels above the groundfloor retail and would front both 6th Street and Bixel Street. The Proposed Project would have a
total of 369 residential apartment units and approximately 22,000 square feet of ground-floor
commercial space. The ground-floor commercial space may include retail, restaurant, coffee
shop uses, and/or other uses permitted by the Specific Plan. The unit mix would include 193
studio units, 96 one-bedroom units, 56 two-bedroom units, and 24 three-bedroom units of
varying sizes and configurations. Both buildings include seven stories above grade and two
levels of subterranean parking. The elevation across the Project Site increases from south to
north and west to east. The Proposed Project would provide required on-site vehicle and bicycle
parking spaces pursuant to the LAMC. Open space courtyards and landscaping features are
proposed throughout the Project Site, including 16,075 square feet of open space within the
North Building and 24,600 square feet of open space in the South Building for a total of 40,675
square feet of open space on-site. In total, the Proposed Project would contain approximately
348,431 square feet of floor area.

The project location is as follows:
The Sapphire Project (Proposed Project) is located at 1101-1135 W. 6th Street, 1324-1342 W. 5th
Street, and 517-521 S. Bixel Street at the northwesterly corner of the intersection of 6th Street
and Bixel Street (southern portion) and midblock on the south side of 5th Street between Bixel
Street and Lucas Avenue (northern portion), in the Central City West Specific Plan Area and the
Westlake Community Plan Area in the City of Los Angeles. The Project Site encompasses
approximately 1.92 acres (approximately 83,659 square feet) of land area and includes Lots 4, 5,
6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 18 of the Sixth Street and Lucas Avenue Tract (APNs 5152-001-014
and 5152-001-021) and Lots 1, 2 and 3 of the Bixel Street Tract (APN 5152-001-023) (Project
Site).
You have 30 calendar days from receipt of this letter to notify us in writing that you want to
consult on this project. Please provide the lead contact person’s contact information. Please
mail your request to:
Christina T. Lee [Email: Christina.toy-lee@lacity.org]
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
Plan Implementation Division
200 N. Spring Street, Room 750
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Planning Staff
Name: Christina T. Lee

Signature:

___________________________________ Date: March 10, 2016
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AB 52 Native American Tribal Response Letters, Fernando Tataviam
Band of Mission Indians, June 30, 2016.

E.6

Sacred Lands File and Native American Contact List Response, State of
California Native American Heritage Commission, February 2, 2017.

Sacred Lands File & Native American Contacts List Request
NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE COMMISSION
1550 Harbor Blvd, Suite 100
West Sacramento, CA 95501
(916) 373-3710
(916) 373-5471 – Fax
nahc@nahc.ca.gov
Information Below is Required for a Sacred Lands File Search

Sapphire Project
County: Los Angeles
Project:

USGS Quadrangle
Hollywood Quadrangle
Name:
Township: n/a

Range:

n/a

Section(s): n/a

Company/Firm/Agency:

Parker Environmental Consultants
Contact Person: Mariana Zimmermann
Street Address: 23822 Valencia Boulevard, Suite 301
City: Valencia
Zip: 91355
Phone: (661) 257-2282
Extension: 4
Fax:
Email: mariana@parkerenvironmental.com
Project Description:
The Proposed Project would involve the construction and operation of a new mixed-use development
within an existing 1.92-acre site that is currently developed with two commercial office and medical office
buildings and a multi-level parking structure. The two existing commercial office buildings and parking
structure would be demolished to allow for the construction and operation of a new mixed-use project
with 369 multi-family dwelling units and 22,000 square feet of neighborhood-serving commercial floor
area consisting of retail and restaurant land uses. The Proposed Project includes two levels of
subterranean parking. The Proposed Project includes the following addresses: 1324-1342 W. 5th Street,
1101-1135 W. 6th Street, and 517-521 S. Bixel Street, Los Angeles, California 90017.

✔ Project Location Map is attached

SLF&Contactsform: rev: 05/07/14
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Source: Google Base Map, Street View, 2014.

Figure 1
Project Location Map

